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to be snubbed by the Commission on Presidential
Debates (CPD). A fourth candidate is on the ballot in
all fifty states, hasqualified for federal matching funds,
and consistently beats Clinton and Dole in most
Internet polls - Harry Browne, the Libertarian presidential candidate.
Unlike Perot, Browne's party has been in existence for 25 years, has 100 elected officeholders, and
1,000 candidates running nationwide. New
Hampshire has had as many as four Libertarian state
legislators in the same session.
Unlike Perot, Clinton, and Dole, Browne refused
to accept federal matching funds, claiming that it violates the sprirt of the First Amendment to force taxpayers to support candidate they may not agree with.
Browne also refused to legally challenge the
CPJ)'s decision to efCclude him from the debates, even
though the CPD is controled by former Republican
and Democratic Party officials. And even though the
CPD's first act was to take the debates away from the

League of Women Voters in 1988, the first year the
League invited the Libertarian presidential candidate
to debate . .
Browne said that if the media continues to let
the major parties dictate the debate format, there is
nothing smaller parties can do because the .CPD is
nominally a private organization.
An even bigger problem for third parties is the
overly burdensome ballot access rules that the major
parties pass to keep smaller parties from competing.
Browne says most of his party's resources are spent
on ballot access, leaving little to promote candidates.
Unlike Clinton and Dole, who argue over
whether to increase the size of tl:ie federal government by 3% or 4% a year, Browne has new ideas
· based on Jeffersonian or classical liberal principles.
Browne would abolish·the IRS, fund the government from the current $75 billion in non-income-tax
revenues, reduce the federal ' government to its consti. tutional enumerated powers, privatize social secunty
by giving reciepients private annuities, and let the
states ·handle most issues of health, education, and
welfare.
Although Browne has little chance of winning, he
would have brought principled arguments and substance .to the otherwise vacuous debates
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Four reasons why parking is Mission: Impossible
By CHRIS HrcKEY
Either USD became a used-car
lot over the summer or parking is
worse this year. According to
Director of Public Safety Rana
Sampson, anq "parking czar" Frank
Holcomb, there are at least four
reasons for the current campusparking crunch.
First, the University enrolled
187 more students this year than
last. This may not seem like much,
but it has a significant effect on
parking, according to Sampson.
In addition, t~is fall the
University scheduled-30 more classes than usual, starting at or before
10:30 a.m. This affects not only
morning parking but afternoon as
weil because once on campus, a
student usually spends time eating,
. hanging with _friends, or studying
into the afternoon.
AlSo, this_fall more students
spent $75 for the blue parking permits. Therefore, more parkers are
fighting for blue-permit parking
. spaces, according to Sampson.
Finally, during the first two or.
three weeks of class, a large num-·
be_r of "noo-premitees" are always
parking oh campus, Holcomb says.
This is temporary, though. Within
the first two or three .weeks,
Holcomb says he gets to all illegally
parked cars. The resulting fines
convince. most non-permitees fo
either st9p parking or get a permit.
To summarize: more studentS,

arriving on campus earlier in the
day, fighting harder for blue-lot ·
spaces, with people that don't even
have a parking permit, make a bad
parking problem worse. But don't
pu~ the "For Sale" sign up just yet.
The first two or three weeks of
every new semester are
- the worst, Sampson says.
The tickets from the Czar,
a drop in class attendance, and the addition
of.three spaces (don't
laugh, every bit helps)
between Warren Hall and
th.e LRC should make
parking better in October
and November.
The University is also
considering several ·longterm plans to ameliorate
the problem. Most interesting is the possibility of
a new parking Jot
between Lind;i Vista
Boulevard and the current
Olin parking lot on the
west e nd of campus. It
could be open as early" as--:
. next spring. The
University also h;is plans
for a muiti-storied parking
structure, but this is a
very long-term project, so .
unless your on the . perpetual J.D. program don't
count on seeing the
inside of this structure_
until one of your alumni· reunions.

The University also increased
carpool spots this year from ten to
54. Related to this effort, van service from the University to various
neighborhoods around town is also
being considered.
So enjoy those_strolls from t_h e

never-never .lands of campus while
you can . .And,. should you. find
yourself circling the campus endlessly looking ·for a spot, just
reinember that you only paid
$75.00 for the permit, so you can
afford the gas. ~
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Don't malign the dead

MorroNS is not 1be New York oTimes·or, admittedly; 1be Star. Take the
I cannot let your publication of.
gloves _off when writing about
the late John Mealey's blood-alcohol
issues; the administration or the
SBA, but goddamn[sicl, don't malign
conte~t (BAC) go without. comme nt.
I dig not know John well at all, but
the dead in something that was
I do know that he had many frie nds
ma ny students' only introduction to
with whom he shared his talents,
who John Mealey was. From what
inte rests, passions, and sense of
I have heard, his death was no
adventure. l doubt that anyone
reflection on his life.
who was close to him and familiar
MorroNs has survived the ranting
. with the circumstances of his. death _ diatribe ·of the previous editor, but
did not feel that the senselessness
tactless insensitivity will be its death
of this .tragedy w as magnified by the
knell.
Patrick W. Daniels, 3L.
fact that it could have been avoided
with a little moderation.·
However, I wonder how,· in
It was not our intention to
your editorial wisdom, you decided
malign john Mealey, and we apolothat John's BAC was appropriate or
gize if anyone got that impression.
relevant information to include in a
Although we dic(n't know john, we know from talking with bis friends
memorial article in large type-face
on the front of the "news"-paper?! _
and acquaintances that be was a

special person and will be missed.
.However, john Mealey's bloodalcobol content was. relevant and
appropriate to include in a story
about bis death. First, john's death
was the most important story on
campus. Not printing the story for
fear of making john look bad wo·u ld
have been dereliction. Students
were wondering bouJ something so
arbitrary could happen to a fellow
law student.. Our job was to .investigate and pr.ovide credible information. We did this by .reporting the
relevant facts, leaving readers to
make their own ·conclusions.
Second, as you know, many ·
winking .rumors were. going around
campus the first we_ek of school. 1bis
probably bappen(!d bemuse the
Union-Tribune didn!provide much
information about john's death,

leaving grist/or the campus rumor.
· mill. 1be ru'mor-5;_ might have been
an attempt by students to make
se_nse of such a.n arbitrary and disturbing event in the absence of concrete information. You might have
noticed, that, when Mono~s printed
the/acts, the rumors stopped.
We agree that our story clidn 't · ·
do justice to john ~ memory.
Frankly, we·are still learning bow to
balance responsibilities ·to,MOTIONS
with responsibilities to our legal jobs
and classes. Ifyou share our goal of
maktng MOTIONS a better reflection ·
on the law school, join its.-.We can .
always use creative people willing to
work for their values and ideas.
Fredrick A. Hagen,
,
Editor
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Student/mom working on a ''brick house"
hnY stu<lent

Sophia Roach-Milner has some
words of warning for the Three
Little Pigs: "Don't expect elementary
school kids to be sympethetic to
your case, especially the students of
Logan Elementary School who participate in the annual La Raza mocktrial program." Sophia knows
because she started the program in
her first year of law school. And
for the last two years, the gradeschool jurors have ·found the Big
Bad Wolf, well, not so bad. The
story of The Three Little Pigs is, in
some ways, reflective of Sophia's
work and personal life. She is hoping to.build a stable home of
"brick," both for the children she
works with and for her own two
girls.
Sophia joined La Raza because,
as she recalls, "it was the only
group that was non-exclusionary."
Although she is not Latino, she felt
that La Raza would provide an environment in which to meet people
concerned about diversity and
poverty. The group provides a
vehicle for taking concrete action
within the communities she is concerned with, which she could not
find elsewhere. As she puts it,
there is no "White-Students-ForDiversity" club.
A third-year law student, Sophia
is now the president of La Raza.

Sophia says the Street Law class
She brings her own point of view to
experience dealing with the San
the group, but acknowledges that
Dfego social services system for
can have a postive effect on stushe does not speak for everyone.
dents. For example, a seventeeneverything from softball scholarships
When asked whether it is too naryear-old girl with two sons gave a
to obtaining medical care for her
row a, statement to say that La Raza
children. She likes to put her expeclosing argument that would "probserves only the
ably beat out rience to good use, helping others
Latino commuthree-fourths
get maximum benefit out of the
nity, she
available services.
of poeple in
answers that
Sophia also works at the District
mock trial
she believes
Attorney's office in the Juvenile
competition."
there is no
Division, which, along with law
The girl finneed to limit
ished the
school and La Raza, keeps her on
_yourself to one
class thinkthe go. As a result, her children
community if
ing that
spend a lot of time in the car vv:ith
other commupracticing
her. She says that Jennifer and
nities share the
law was
,-Jessica probably "wish I was at
same problems.
something
home all the time baking cookies,"
She also
she could
but she doesn't think that they disrealizes, howlike the choices she is making to
do.
ever, that there
Sophia says
provide them with the stability they
are other memthat because
previously lacked.
bers of La Raza
many of
Sophia says that having children
who feel that
gives her insight into adult behavior.
these chilthe group
dren are par- Sometimes children can be mean,
should be
ents, they
Sophia observes, but "their behavior
more singularly
is just an exaggeration of what
need more
dedicated to
adults do to each other on a day-toPhoto by Frank Marchetti legal knowlLatino causes.
edge than
day basis."
Law student Sophia Roach-Milner, top,
Another
the average
The girls have also made her
high school
program spon- with_ her ~ughters Jennifer, left, and
more patient. At first she found it
Jessica, right, and Telly.
d
Sh
frustrating studying for a final and
so~ed by La
stu ent.
e
feels uniquely qualified to help
Raza is the Street Law class Sophia
· trying to get her kids to bed at the
same time. But, she says, "you
them because of her experience as
teaches at Garfield High School.
learn to take a step back and realize
a single mother.
The class gives the students an inthat eventually the kid will go to
Although she is not the biologidepth look at how trials work. The
cal mother of her two girls,
sleep."
specific curriculum is guided by the
And eventually Sophia gets to
student's interests. Although this
Jennifer, 11, and Jessica, nine-and-asleep, too. But she can rest a little
approach promotes active learning,
half; Sophia has been thefr legal
easier, knowing that each day is
Sophia has found it "kind of scary"
guardian for the past six years. Her
marriage
to
the
girls'
father
ended
another "brick" toward the stability
that each time, the class has
she seeks for herself, her two girls,
because "it just didn't really work
revolved around the themes of
and the children she works with.
drugs, murder, and violence.
out at all." As a result, Sophia has

Did you know?

DARfTY WESLEY

•
•

Candidate for Congress, 52nd District

Her Irish name rhymes with "far"
as in "far-sighted," "far-reaching,"
or "a far, f-ar, better thing I do .. ."
Congressional seat represents:
La Mesa, Lemon Grove, Spring
Valley, Jamul, El Cajon, Santee,
Lakeside, Ramona, Borrego
Springs, Campo & ALL Imperial
County. Career politician, Duncan
Hunter's been in. Congress 16 years.

•

r--

)

LET'S TELL DUNCAN ••• HE'S DONEi

•

J

•

!

Darity is for •Term Limits •Reactivation of the San Diego
•Campaign Finance Reform
•Deficit Reduction •Immigration Solutions, not a triple
fence •Veterans Benefits •NAFTA •Freedom of Choice
•Tax & Regulatory Fairness for Individuals & Small
Businesses •Balanced Environmental Policies •YOU!
website: http://www.jetplanes.com/darity.htm
OFFICES: 7995 University Ave. La Mesa
PH: 462-1137
690 Broadway, Suite 4, El Centro PH: .353-4259
& Arizona Eastern Railroad

r

-i"

that the Old Town transit station is open?
that the Coaster, the trolley, and ten bus routes all
connect there?
that the #44 bus leaves the station every thirty minutes, and
will drip you off at the east campus entrance?
that if you drive your car 20 miles a day, and you get 20 miles
per gallon, you will pay $117.19 for gas, maintainance, depreciation and parking just to drive to work or classes each month?
that parking on campus is harder than than ever? [We know
you knew that one!!]

Well, now that you know all this, isn't it time to try mass transit, carpooling, or a vanpool? If you would like to know how to
get started and what the benefits can be for you - or if you just
need a schedule - please call Parking Services at 260-4518 or
stop by our office behind Hughes Hall. We are happy to help!!

Paid for by Darity Wesley for Congress

.
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New Bluebook connects
with Internet research
The latest edition of the legal citation
style-guide includes cyberspace cites
Review by
FRANKLIN A. WESTON

Senior Reference librarian

T

sient nature of
many Internet
sources, citation to
Internet sources is
discouraged unless
the materials are
unavailable i!J. printed form or are difficult to obtain in their
original form."

he Bluebook editors
strike again! Once
every five years the
"Harvard Bluebook" is published in a new edition.
Between editions, the
"Printings are updated as
appropriate," which means the
editors can change any information in the newly printed
issues without making new
editions! Without fail, the
new editions and/or the
printings are late for the Fall
semester classes of the law
schools· throughout the
United States.

Foreign
Materials

Rule 14 now requires
that citations to for- ·
eign materials conform
to local citation practice of the jurisdictions
This year is no excepwhose
material is being
tion. Many law schools
cited.
There
is a table
have not yet received their
1
which
contains
the
copies of the new edition,
The
Bluebook:
A
Uniform.
System
of
citation
rules
for
specifeven though legal writing and
Citation, Sixteenth Edition. Cambridge,
ic countries. It is
lawyering skills classes have
The
Harvard
Law
Review
Associ~tion, 1996.
arranged
in alphabetical
been in session for some
order
by
jurisdiction,
and
weeks now. Our campus
it
has
been
exp<!nded
to
available.
bookstore had them available
include
the
Northern
Mariana
on September 3, and Legal
Islands. Rule 20.8.4 now provides
Research Center has ten copies
Electronic databases
citation
formats for World Trade
available in the reserve room.
Organization
and General
Other important changes are
Agreement
of
Tariffs and Trade
Changes
in rule 10.5(a) covering specific
(GATI')
materials.
Rule 20.8.5
dates or years of decisions, rule
now
covers
Other
The sixteenth edition is quite
12.5 citation format for citing a
Intergovernmental prganizations'
similar to the previous editions.
code contained In an electronic
Materials.
The editors, themselves, say "This
database, rule 12.8.5 adding cita-

edition of the Bluebook retains
the same basic approach to legal
· ci~tion established by its predecessors. Many of the citation
forms have been expanded, elaborated upon, and modified from
previous editions to reflect the
ever-expanding range of authorities used in legal writing and in
response to suggestions from the
legal community:"

Some of the interesting
changes are in rule 1.2, which
governs introductory signals, and
rule 10.3.1 covering parallel citations, which now requires an official public domain citation when
citing cases if such a format is

tions to sentencing guidelines,
and rule 13.4 changing the format
for citing numbered federal
reports and documents. Rule
10.5(b) which covers citations to
newspapers, slip opinions, electronic databases, and loose-leaf
services has been modified.

Internet
New rule 17.3.3 provides
"When citing to materials found
on the Internet, provide the name
of the author (if any), the title or
top-level heading of the material
being cited, and the Uniform
Resource Locator (URL). "The
rule warns: "Because of the tran-

The editors have tried to

make the citation rules easier to
find and follow for the computerliterate lawyers and law students
by including Internet formats.
The Contents and Index are allinclusive and easy to search, .
adding such listing as "Internet
materials."
In the "Practitioners' Notes"
section, the editors warn that
many courts have their own rules
of citation that may differ in some
respects from the Bluebook.
"Make sure that you are familiar
with and abide by any additional
or different citation requirements J
of the court to which the document is to be submitted. If you
are not certain about what a court
requires, you should consult with
someone who is familiar with the
court's rules or with the clerk of
the court." Good advice!
Even though many jurisdic~
tions do not require Bluebook ·
citations, the information and
guidance contained in this handy
(5.25" x 8.4" x 1") loose-leaf
(plastic ring binder) volume is
invaluable to legal writers,
researchers, and librarians. Every
library collection, including public
libraries, law libraries, and personal collections, should contain
at least one copy of this citation
guide.*

MOTIONS
has the following postions open:
Assistant Editors
Ad Reps
·Staff Writers
If interested call 260-4600 ext. 4343
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How to Find Foreign·Law Online
A step-by-step guide to
researching foreign case law,
statutes, and regulations

By

LA~Y D. DERSHEM

R

esearching the laws o(
another country can be a
challenging task. Most acad-'
emic law libra.ries and county law
libraries have excellent coverage of
English law and Canadian law, but
fall short when it comes to collecting primary leg;il material on say
Mexico, France, or Vietnam.
Luckily for law professors, law student-;, and practicing attorneys, online legal databases provide an
excellent alternative. This ·article
will touch on ,the three services that
provide the most help to
researchers in terms of locating foreign law: LEXIS-NEXIS, WESTLAW,
and the Internet.
As far as on-line legal research
databases, LEXIS-NEXIS has been
aroui:id the longest. And, as might
be expected, their collection of foreign law libraries and files are the
most complete in.breadth and depth
of coverage. Foreign law sources in
LEXIS-NEXIS can be found by either
consJJlting the LEXIS-NEXIS
Directory of On-line Services: or by
viewing the library and file screens
while logged on to the servic~.
·
•Using the paper directory for .
LEXIS-NEXIS is simple: For example, to find the Mexican law files in
the LEXIS-NEXIS-·Directory of On- .
line Services, you can look up
"Mexico" in the alphabetical list of
publications.and sources contained
in the back of the directory (these
pages are gray in color), or you
could .turn to "Mexico" in the. alphabetically arranged listing of libraries
contained "iri th~ front of the directory (the white pages). Be sure to
note both the library name, which
in this case is MEXICO, and the file
name, for example MXCNST (the "Constitucion de Mexico de! 1917"
file), as you will need to input these
abbreviations precisely when you
go online. You can use this same
technique to look up everything
from the Asia/Pacific Rim Library
(ASIAPC) to the United .
Kingdom/British Isles Library (UK). -'
· The other way to find out what
..
foreign law files ::!re available on
LEXIS .is to log onto the system, anq
view the Library screens that are

presented to you immediately after -

YOll sign-on. This method may oe

preferred, because LEXIS-NExIS
only charges basic connect charges _
(not search charges) while viewing
these screens, and the information
contained _therein is rp.ore up-~o-date
than that found in the .printed direc-_
tocy. As an illustration, if you wanted to find European Communicy. ,
case law, you coyld begin your
search by browsing the library list- ing scree ns that appear ,whenyou
first log orr. On the second page of
the library screens you will find-the
library EURCOM, which provides
;iccess to EC/ EU legal and news
materials. After typing in the library
name in the upper-left-hand corner
of the screen, you will be taken to
another screen that lists the files
available in the EURCOM library.
m~re you will find, for example, the
CASES file containing all decisions
of the Court of Justice of the
European Communities since its
founding in 1954, as reported in the
European Court Reports (including
unrep()rted decisions from October
1980). . You will also find in this file
the European Commercial Cases
from January 197~, and the
European Human Rights Reports
from November 1960.
Another major on-line·source of
foreign legal documen~s is WEST- ·
LAW. Like LEXIS-NEXIS, WESTLAW
provides listing of all of its databases in a paper boimd directo{y

a

entitled WESTLAW Database List,.
In general, there is much less foreign law source material here than
on LEXIS,.Nlfxis. - This ·is partly due
to the fact that WESTLAW is the
younger database service-.
As with LEXIS-NEXIS, _WEST-,
LAW aJso provides a means of
perusing databas~ availability and
coverage while online. All foreign
· law databases in WESTLAW can bff ·
accessed by first using your mouse _
to click on -t4e "'Topical Materials by
Area of Practice" menl) choice, and
then selecting the "International & ··
Foreign L~w" menu item. Once this
is done, .a listing of the foreign and
international Jaw materials availabl~
on WESTLAW is displayed . Foreign
Jaw topic~ preceded by a "+" sign
can be further expanqed by clicking
on that topic line. For example, if
you click qn the "Foreign Laws"
topic you will quickly see that this
.subgroup mainly consists of
European Community primary
source material and very little else.
' If you want to see a detailed statement of the coverage of a particular
foreign'·Jaw database, click on the
"Scope" virt\,Jal key that appears at
the bottom of your screen. ,
To its credit, WESTLAW offers a
·d atabase called QUICKLAW that
f:Ontains Canadian case law,
statutes, regµIations and government rulings. However, this database is ·only accessib_le by paying
additional fees, and is 'not available

under the standard WESTLAW law
s~hool subscription agreement. ,
No discussion of on-line foreign
law would be complete without
mentioning the Internet, an.d its
graphical component-the World
Wide Web. This network of net~
~works is quickly becoming a pow_erhouse source for on-line legal
-research. One of the best places
currently available for locating foreign Jaw on the Web is a site -maintained by'the Washburn University
School of Law Library, at
http:// lawlib.wuacc.edu/forint/forintmain.html. Washburn has a whole
section of its Web site devoted to
foreign and international law, where
you can search for foreign legal
- source material in Afric~, America,
Asia, Europe, the Mideast, and the
Pacific region. Come prepared with
your dictionaries when accessing
these foreign Jaw sites because
much of the source material is written in the foreign jurisdiction's language, what ever that may be.
- -Besides linking out to foreign
legal material from the _Washburn
site, you can ·use one of the many
search programs available in your
W~b
browser to find foreign. Jaw.
~
For example, if you are using the
Netscape Navigator browser, you
can click on the "Net Search" button, and one of several search program,s will pop up. ·From there
type in some search terms like
"Foreign Law" or "Foreign Legal
·:Material'' and press the search button. In a few moments your search
results will come back listing the
rpost likely sites where you will find
foreign 'l aw sources.
Although this article pertains to
on-line databases, my discussion ·
would not be complete without a
mention of what many consider to
be the best source of foreign-law
documents in paper form w:est of
t~e Mississippi. The foreign-law _
collection at the Los Angeles County
Law Library has an entire department devoted to foreign~Iaw materi_ai, ~nd is staffed with full-time
foreign-faw iibrarian. The library is
located at 30i W. First Street (tel.
(213) 629-3531), and is just a two-
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Proposition 209
We still need affirmative action
tion are discriminatory and
unfair. Section 1983
requires plaintiffs who sufAffirmative action is the only solution
to present discrimination and the only
fer injury resulting from
discrimination to prove
way to bring women and minorities into
the system. No other reasonable solution
specific intent in order to
recover. Yet, pfaintiffs' has been offered. Some opponents of
who suffer injury by a
affirmative action.argue that a civil remedy against discrimination is' enough.
.negligent tortfeaser do not
Others suggest that criminal sanctions
have to prove intent to
recover. The U.S.
would be sufficient. Yet, neither of these
options is practical because of the enorSupreme Court, in one of
its most fanciful interpretamous expense and difficulty of proving
tions of the Constitution,
an act of discrimination that results in a
discriminates·between
lost job. or opportunity. Many ·discrimination victims are scared to bring civil
women and minorities,
applying "intermediate
actions because it can harm future
employment opportunities. And filing a
scrutiny" to the former and
"strict scrutiny" to the later
complaint with the federal Equal ,
Employment Opportunity Commission,
when reviewing legislaonly to receive .wages lost while waiting
tion.
The California Civil Rights Initiative
for an investigation, doesn't appeal to
also discriminates. It prohibits all dismany.
Affirmative action was begun because
crimination on the basis of race,. yet secending discrimination in law did not end
tion "C" allows "bona fide qualifications
discrimination in fact. Discrimination is
based on sex which are reasonable and
very private and subtle, and therefore,
necessary... " What kind of sex discrimialmost impossible to prove. The 1964
nation is reasonable and necessary? No
Civil Rights Act provides a civil remedy
doubt the authors of the act were confor discrimination, but to prevail a plaincerned about protecting women from
tiff must prove discriminatory intent.
hurting themselves, but- I just can't imagHow can a person prove that another
ine how. Will this exception free the legintentionally disislature to pass
criminated against
laws prohibiting
them - a lie
women from
Affirmative action was
detector test? One
handling sharp
who denies an
objects?
begun because ending disapplicant a job
The
.crimination in law did not
because of race or
alternative to
end discrimination in fact.
sex will seldom
affirmative
announce it to the
action is chaos.
Discrimination is very priworld. Often,
That is likely
vate and subtle, and therepeople are not
the reason why
even aware that
opponents
of
fore, almost impossible to
they are discrirriiaffirmative
prove.
nating.
action who conDiscrimination
cede that disalso exists on an
crimination is· a
institutional level. Selection methods like
problem offer no alternative solutions.
entrance examinations and performance
Affirmative action isn't all that radical,
tests, which are dee med predictive of
either. It just allows one to consider race
future success in education and employor sex as a positive factor in admissions .
ment, w e re -designed primarily by white
a nd hiring. It gives a few points to permen. None has been shown reasonably
sons it believes have had many taken
predictive of future performance.
from them. It does not allow quotas.
Affirmative action allows race and sex to
The positive discrimination of affirbe considered as selection factors ftlong
mative-action programs is not unfair and
with more traoitional criteria because it .is
it is not_at all like negative discrimiriation.
fair to do so.
Positive discrimination seeks to remedy
Discrimination is omnipresent. Even
the great statistical disparities between the
curre nt laws tha.t discourage <:liscrimin·aearning capacities of minorities and
By SEAN OLENDER

whites, and between women and men.
The majority agree that these disparities
are the result of past and present discrimination. Conversdy, negative discrimination is denying an individual a job, educational or other opportunity because you
believe that person is inferior because of
race or sex.
Supreme Court Justice Blackmun
remarked in the Bakke decision that "in
order to treat some persons equally, we
must treat them differently." I think he
meant that for a long time wome n and
minorities had been excluded from the
power structure. This exclusion resulted
in rules, tests, connections and mores
reflecting white male values. It resulted
in a hugely disproportionate n1,1mber of
power elite being white men. And, it
resulted in an unequal·playing field. It is
not unfair to consider these factors in
shaping public policy. Rather, it is
absolutely necessary.
In November Californians must
decide whether to end affirmative action
in state government. Th_is issue is much
larger than immediate pe rsona.I inte rest.
Discrimi_11ation and the. resulting disparities in access to our society's resources
a re serious problems and have cost our
nation much. During the period of affirmative action, the percentage of women
and minorities enrolled in universities
increased significantly. Afid,' the disparities in income decreased over the same
period. Affirmative action has worked in
the past. Perhaps it is just a little unrealistic to expect it to have completely ·
remedied two centuries -of discrimination
and inequality iri less than three decades.
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California Civil Rights Initiative

Two wrongs don't make a right

movement, Martin Luther King, Jr., in his
are treated as an unassailable holy relic, while
famed "I Have a Dream" speech, noted it was
in reality, affirmative-action programs are little
The California Civil Rights Initiative (CCRI)
a fine and noble thing to tell a man to pull
more than a shaman's concoction politicians
himself up by his own bootstraps, but a terriuse to salve the wounds of discrimination. But
would prohibit the state from discriminating
ble and cruel thing indeed, to tell a man to
the underlying problems remain.
against, or granting preferential treatment to,
pull himself up by his own bootstraps when
any individual or group on the basis of race,
.In college admissions for example, these
sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin in the
the man has no boots.
Lprograms offer a quick and inexpensive
response to complaints that certain groups are
operation of public employment, public educaSomehow, during the late 1960's, the
tion, or public contract. Many deride the iniemphasis of affirmative action began to shift
underrepresented in our nation's universities.
tiative as the misguided product of racism.
from equal opportunity to equal results; and
Though admissio~s preferences frequently
amount to little more than an equal opportunifrom individual rights to group entitlements.
Much of the criticism against CCRI stems
from the initiative's
Regrettably, this once
ty to fail, real solutions that would give individuals from underrepresented groups the tools
apparent origins as a
again separated
American society into
to succeed on their own merits could not only
backlash against what
is commonly referred .
two groups: oqe that . involve great expense, but would probably
Somehow, during the late
could not be discrimiinvolve long term efforts at the primary level
to as "reverse racism."
1960's, the emphasis of
nated against and
that would not show demonstrable results until
CCRI's detractors argue
long after a politician has left office.
another that could.
it will effectively elimiaffirmative action began
Most importantly, in a country founded on
As a result, the prenate affirmative-action
to shift from equal opportusent law in California
the concept that all people are created equal,
programs in California.
we need to address the issue of fairness.
makes it illegal to disShould CCRI become
nity to equal results; and
criminate against cerFundamenta_lly, discrimination is never justified
law, state programs
from individual rights to
tain people on the
just to provide a quick and temporary fix to a
that now give preferengroup
entitlements.
basis
of
their
race,
sex
complex
problem. The concept that discrimitial treatment to groups
nation is unjust, whomever the victim, is a
or ethnicity, while it is
who have historically
principle few could argue with. History has,
entirely legal to dis(or otherwise) suffered
and
continues to demonstrate, that whenever
criminate
against
othfrom discrimination or
ers
on
the
same
basis.
Therefore,
we
come
to
its effects would be forced to turn a blind eye
discrimination has been encouraged, or even
the inescapable conclusion we are not really
tolerated, it has fomented a climate of resentto an individual's immutable characteristics.
This seems to lead to the logical inference
equal in the eyes of the law.
ment, distrust, alienation, reprisal, and outrage.
that state-sponsored affirmative action is
Still, the dichotomy is supported by those
The California Civil Rights Initiative is a
worthwhile and merits protection. Affirmative
who argue affirmative action is required to
first step in the return to the original intent of
action arose in_the civil rights context during
level a playing field left uneven after years of
affirmative action. CCRI addresses discriminathe presidencies of John F. Kennedy and
discrimination. In order to swallow the contion on many levels and therefore prohibits
Lyndon B. Johnson. They issued executive
cept that two wrongs d0 indeed make a right,
many affirmative-action programs as we now
orders requiring federal _contractors and subone must believe that affirmative-action proknow them. It must be remembered that CCRI
contractors to follow nondiscriminatory
grams work. Instead of relying on easily
allows for non-discriminatory affirmative action
employment practices. Furthermore, contracmanipulated statistical
to assist individuals
tors were required to take affirmative action to
analysis, perhaps it
from underrepreinsure applicants we re hired, placed, trained,
would be more producsented groups and
·The California Civil Rights
upgraded, promoted and otherwise treated
tive to inquire why affirthose from disadwithout regard to race, color, sex, or national
mative-action programs
vantaged
backInitiative is a first step in the
origin. The language of the executive orders
are _needed at all? If
grounds in every
return to the original intent of
explicitly prohibited discrimination that favored
anti-discrimination laws
area - including
or disfavored any individual or group.
(such as CCRI) are
those targeted by
affirmative action.
Hopefully, all would agree these orders
actively enforced, the
current affirmativewere a needed, overdue, and historically sigfocus shifts to the qualiaction programs.
nificant blow to racism, which continued to
fications o"r the erstwhile • • •111111111111111111111111• • • • • • •11111111
.
The difference,
grip America in the early sixties. One need
however, is that.fairness and justice can be
beneficiaries of these programs. The query
only look to the sentiments of civil rights leadthus becomes, absent discrimination based on
preserved because people will be helped as
.ers of the day, who rightly condemned an "old
race, sex, color, ethnicity or national origin,
individuals, based on their demonstrable need,
boy network" that effectively barred minorities,
why are certain people not hired, giyen cenrather than because of any affiliation with a
not only from the professions and politics, but
group or class. Socioeconomic disadvantage is
tracts, or admitted to universities?
even union assembly lines.
Unfortunately, affirmative-action programs
a criteria allowed by CCRI in the development
A popular rallying cry of the day often
do not address this question. The focus
of state sponsored affirmative-action programs,
asked simply that everyone be given an equal
and it is the criteria that is fair to everyone.
should be on ensuring that every interested
chance--an equal opportunity--to prove·their
individual is given the education necessary to
merits and work to make the American ·dream
attain these positions on their own merits? All
a reality. Even the great icon of the civil rights too often, however, affirmative-action programs
lly
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Pass. Guaranteed.*
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With the MicroMash MBE Review.

It's the comprehensive, computerized solution, with ·the official
questions from the most recently released MBE.
Worried about your MBE? Concerned that a lastminute seminar, and three days of prep, may
not be enough? Not sure if your MBE has the
"real" questions?

It's more comprehensive and disciplined than a
seminar. It provides personalized help and guidance
every step of the way It drills you, guides you , and
tells you when you're really ready for your MBE.

It's no wonder you're worried. And you're not alone.
Set your mind at ease with the MicroMash MBE
Review. It uses over 2,000 questions - including
the official questions from the most
recently released MBE. It includes
SMH Bar Review materials. It also
includes a built-in personal
instructor that pinpoints your
strengths and weaknesses,
forces you to overcome your weak
areas, and .drives you hard fo your
ultimate goal.

Complete
Bar Review
packages for
29 jurisdictions!
Including

California!

All you need is a PC - Windows®or DOS or an Apple Macintosh®, and this amazing
/ interactive software.
'

it with one of our state packages,
or even another provider's state
package, and we guarantee you'll
pass your Bar Exam.

~se

Call to order or for your FREE demo
disks today:

1-800-BAR-EXAM,
Ext.6236

MicroMastrmrr
IR

E

v

E

Free Demo Disks!
-cal.I now!

wL

6402 South Troy Circle • Englewood, CO 80111-6424
1-800-BAR-EXAM • Fax: (303) 799-1425 • e-mail: MicroMash@icsleam.com

© 1996 M-Mash , In.c. Registered trademarks: MicroMash , The MicroMash Way, M-Mash , Inc.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective companies.
* Complete _our MBE Review, and if you don't pass your Bar Exa!Jl, we'll give you free updates of our MBE Review until you do.
Certain restrictions apply. Call for complete details. .
·
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Volunteers can gain valuable experience

on these two programs. The volunteer program also has a guardianship clinic where students can help
grandparents obtain custody of childrenfrom their abusive or neglecting parents. Other. programs allow
interns to assist attorneys in family
law: and immigration law matters,
. performing initial intake interviews .
There are plenty of slots to fill here.
For more information contact Carl
Poirot at 238-5656 . .

17 local volunteer
opportunities to
boost your resume . ':''''':fr;:,rnmK"'

.F

By FITZ

TAIT

ace it. The job market is
tight. Employers want expe- .
rience, experience, and experience. The same 25 student'> are
getting all the interviews from the
resume drop, and you're still wondering if the ABA's attendance policy could survive the "rational basis"
test. Not to worry. If you can pry
your head from the books for just a
few hours a week, several employers are crying out for your skills
right here in sunny San Diego.
Although most of these employers
prefer second-year law students,
some of them are willing to take on
motivated first-years, as well.
You will need three things to
increase your resume power with
volunteer work: ·Ffrst, you must be
willing to work for free; second,
you must be both ·committed and
competent; and third, you must be
willing to work for free. The
biggest gripe from most of the
employers was that volunteer
interns tend to flake when school
work gets thick. If you can commit
10 to f 5 hours a week for a semester, you should have no problem
boosting your reiume power.
Susan Benson, the director of
career services (you know, that
Legal Internships, and state legal
office on the first floor where all
directories. For now, check the list
those kids in suits stand gawking in
below and give the contact name a
front of the interview wall), procall ASAP. Some employers who
fessed that job hunting, even for
are full now will soon be considervolunteer positions, is a very indiing applicants for the spring. Most
vidualized effort ,that encompasses
of them will take anyone. who is
interested. Good Luck.
much more than a brief jaunt
through lists of local public interest
prospects. the employers are out
Traditional Legal Experience
there, it just takes ~ little ,effort to
reach them. -some internships c;tn
£ According to Mr. Gagliardi at
be attained through the law school
the Municipal Court, if you're in
for credit, others through the
your second year of law and pass
resume drop. But many employers
the background check then there
just wait for motivated law students
are still some research positions
to contacMhem directly and
available with judges. Depending
squeeze them dry for experience.
on your education level, he will
If none of these options appeal
place you in the appropriate secto you, consider cont;lcting career
tion. But be wary, it may be data
services for a one-on-one counselprocessing! There seem to be some
ing session. Career services offers
good options here if you· are intergreat resources, including the Public
ested in working for a ·judge. Call
Interest Employer Directory, the
Dick Gagliardi at 691~4758.
NAPIL Directory of Public Interest
.

.t

All booked up for the fall, the

Attorney General's Office pro-

vides excellent experience to any
budding law junkie in the spring,
but call now to reserve your seat.
The AG's office usually requires a
16-hour-a-week commitment. In
the criminal appeals section, interns
do intensive research and writing
on criminal law, criminal procedure,
and constitutional law issues.
·
Assistant Attorney General Esteban
Hernandez (645-2275) said that five
or six student papers get published
iri appellate decisions each year.
Students are given .a ton of research
responsibility with lots of feedback, she said. Call Darrell
Lepkowski (645-2615) if you are
interested in correctional law, or
Randi Christeson (645-2201) if you'd
like to focus on ob,taining civil law
experience.
•

£

PhotQ

er Frank Marchetti

What better place to get volunteer legal experience than the San

Diego Volunteer Lawyer
Program? The program houses a

variety of legal ·clinics that can provide valuable resume experience.
If you are interested in family law,
the domestic-violence/ restrainingorder unit may be of interest; if so,
contact Kate Yavenditty at 238-5656
ext. 111. Perhaps you'd like to
fight the system and help disabled
adults who are denied
Supplemental Security Income.
Interns are actually assigned cases
and trained to appear on behalf of
the adults and help them fill out the
requisite forms. If interested, contact Jerry Polanski directly at ~xt.
113. If your interests lie more in
estate planning then you may want
to check the AIDS clinic. You can
contact Matt Butler (688-1676), president of USD's Public Interest Law
Foundation chapter, for the scoop

J

,i· Although the San Diego
District Attorney's Office not

taking volunteers, Karen St. Charles
(531:3182) said she would consider
second-year law students. The
DA's office has a hard time getting
funding for student interns, but usually has no problem filling volunteer clerking positions for the
spring and summer. Give her a call
and you may be able tq get a foot
in the door.

·.t

The U.S. Navy needs you! At
least, that is the impression Susan
Stout of Navy Legal Services
gave. The Navy can use volunteers
in their trial, defense, and family
law te~ms. Duties include research
and trial assistance. Contact
Commanding Officer Timothy
Leachman at 556-1698. Just be
careful about where you sign.

.i

According to Ted Weathers of
the San Diego Public Defender's
Office, there are still internships
available directly through the office,

',j

-- -~
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Legat .

Aid Soci~ty of

one afternoon each \\'._eek between1:30-4:30. Interns provide suppor:t
and advice to the victims. The
office is 'very flexible, and t'1.ey
need motivated people who have
·an interest in victim's rights. ·Call
· :Amy Lepine at 2.33-8984.

San Diego has .
openings for
interns "."ho are
willing to commit be~een 10
and 15 hours a
.t The Superior Court needs
interns to help in t:Wo areas. Plenty
week. The
office has counof positions available in the chilsel in a multidren's waiting rooms for students
willing to take care of kids for 3 to
~de _of areas
including crimi~ . · 4 hours a week while their folks are
in court. This may seem trivial to
nal/juvenile.
law, consumer
some, but how long has it be,en
law, immigrasince you played "Red Light/Green
tion law, family
Light." Besides, it can-be great fun
law, health law,
watching·their expressions as you
housing law,
read them stories from your crimiand government
nal law bc>0k. A position is also
benefits law.
available at the Family Court inforMost duties
mation desk, which is .a terrific way
include research. to learn the family I.a w system, .
and writing an:d. according to.Julie Myres at 53~-3489.
1
assisting the .
senior attorneys
I If you've peen yearning to play
,.,.,., .,.,.,., ,..,. .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., , , ,_"', .,.,.,..... . .,•..,. '",. .,. .'.' :.,. . with just about
·crocket and Tubbs in real life, the .
Photo by Frank Marchetti everything
Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement
although these positions are a bit
except court (although interns are
and Bureau of InvestJgation at the
more competitive than others, .
welcome to observe). Call volunAttorney General's Office will wefInterns spend most of their time.
teer coordinator Adrianne Baker at
come you with open arms ~ if you
assisting the attorney's in court, but
262-5557 ext. 332 to reserve seat. . pass the thorough background
· stud_e nts also do independent ·
check. Here you'll have the opporresearch and writing. Contact Ted
tunity to sit on a real surveillance
oi If you are interested in working
directly at 338-4605.
for the Federal Defenders there
team, assist the agents in executing
are a few fall term slots left. Tht;
search .warrants, ..and even ~O, some
.§i One_to three internships
office usually takes about six
, . filing. If a law enforcem~nt career
also be available at the American
interns·a term, ·with a pfef<;?rence for
is -~hat you've bf::en .dying for, after.
· Civil Liberties Union in the spring
second- and third-year·students, but
five years of serv:ice y6u could be
and possibly .this fall, depending on
first-years who have completed
making- n:ior~ than $67,0QO a year.
who is picked from the career ser- ,
Lawyering Skills I are also considContact agent Dave Torres at 645vices res·u me drop. General intern
ered. Interns are required to write
2380.
duties include researching constitu~
motions, research, interview, help
tional law and·civil rights issues.
with initial arraignments, and even
I . Are you Bilingual? The
.
Mosf of the cas~s ·the ACLU accepts
perfor~ ·i~yestigations. · · :
·
California Rural Legal Assistance,
are not fact i·ntensive, which. means
. Unfortunate\y, appearing in fedMigrant Unit·progi:am is lool<ing
a tighter foq1s on legal issues.
eral court is no-no for students.
for some qualified interns. The
Contact Jordan Budd at 232-2121' to
The time commitment here is more
program represents migrant farm
vie for one of these much sought
intense. Students are expected to
after positions. Budd stated that
put in 20 hours a week, but the
anyone with a serious i~terest will
hours are flexible, Federal Defender
be considered.
Chris- Tenorio (234-8467) said.

a

will

a

~ - The Environmental Health
Coalition doesn't have intern posl~
tions available now, but it will have
room for two interns in the spring
(apply in February) and more in the
summt:r (apply In ·March).
Requiring a commitment of at least
10 hours a week, interns perform
legal research, testify before county
agencies, and interpret relevant law
into laymen terms at community
meetings._ Interns _should have a
desire to work for social justice and
environmental issues. Contact Paula
Forbis at 235-0281.

Quasi-Legal ·experience
~ Warit first-hand experie~ce -.w ith
the domestic violence ·system? TheLegal Clinic for Ba~ered· Women .
needs interrui. The concept her~ is - ..
victim advocacy. By incorporating
the clinic's "holistic" approach to
assist battered wdmen, interns are
given the responsibility.to obtain
restraining orders at least one
morning each week between 9 acm.
and 1 p.m. and to attend hearings
· and criminal prosecutions at least

1996

workers at employment hearings
with the Labor Commission, helping
them with wage claims and with
landlord/tenant disputes. Intern
duties include interviewing, participating in informai conferences,
research, and general migrant worker advocacy. inquiries should ·be
directed to Felicitas Murido at 9660511. She will likely request a
cover letter and resume. Being
bilingual is a big plus but not necessary, she said~
·

Political/Legal
oi If you want some political
experience contac~ Dan Berland
(297-5512). at the California Public
Interest Res~ch Group. CalPirg ·
needs_lots of interns to help with
grassroots campaigning. The group
is presently working on two main
issues: the Environmental Defense
Campaign, and the Campaign ·
Finance Refor1J1 Initiative, ,which
hopes to limit campaign spending
and contributions and end to corporate contributions. If you've
never been involved with a campaign lik~ thisi I recommend jump- ·
ing in for a few mo.nths to get a
·taste of the ·political system and
meet some helpful contacts.
Interns write press ·releases and
organize ·press conferences. Interns
will also be able to get involved
with stai:idard campaigning activity
like community. relations; bannering, and designing.
~ Several interesting internships
are available now and in the
spring/summer at the Utility
Consumers Action Network
tUCAN). _Pre~~ntly, thi~ consu~er
group needs to fill a position on .
their Cybefcop project, which is an
Internet-based consumer-abuse

..
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tracker. The position entails monitoring consumer complaints on the
Internet anci_then following those
complaints with research to help
stomp violators. Internet ability
and access are required. A few
positions are available for paralegal
support on the upcoming Packard
Bell merge_r, and in the spring for
analysis of consumer legislation to
weed out politically corrupt, harmful proposals. Also, the office has
recently been given a large grant to
connect the state's plethora of consumer groups and will need intern
assistance there, too. Contact Barry
Frasier at 696-6966 for the Internet
CyberCop position, and Michael
Shames at the same number for the
others.

15

.i The Sierra Club, the largest
grassroots environmental organization in the country with mere than
12,000 members in San Diego,
needs interns to perform research,
policy analysis, project reviews, and
to represent the club by appearing
before city and county agencies to
further important causes like their
anti-pollution, land-use, and wildlife
agendas. If interested contact Graig
Adams at 299-1741.
Well, there you have it. The
hottest volunteer opportunities
available in San Diego. Amazingly,
even more opportunities are out
there. It just takes a little snooping
to find the one,that is good for you.
Remember, the only -bad experience
is no experience. ~

Photo by Frank Marchetti

BEER SERVICES

What employers say: a 1995 campus recruiter survey
Most Interesting Questions Students
Asked:
Why did you choose a CPA firm over
a tax law firm?

r'M L./lrt

F0

R TH(

bi<

HcP.E

Strongest Negative Student Questions
or Behavior.

/NTf R. \/ /fW

Didn't know the name of our office and
arrived late.

SDM€THttJ(J.

What are the differences among training
programs offered through various Southern
California prosecutor's offices?

Acted extremely apathetic and uninterested in participating in the interview.

What will I be doing? ·

Didn't take time to learn about the office.

Tell me about ... [specific published cases the
student had read].

Talked too much -- even though next
interviewee had knocked on the door thus
indicating time was up.

Wore ill-fitting clothes.

What can a summer associate bring to the
summer program of your firm?

Expressed interest in areas not practiced
at the firm.

What types of activities would I participate in
as a summer associate?

Didn't demonstrate enthusiasm behaved very formally.

a·

, ~ __Could I use this [one of our

discussion topics] as a law
review subject?

~·

How does your firm compete
for legal business with other firms?

~·

How do you feel about the environment at
your firm?

a

!

What do you enjoy about working at your firm?

i

How accessible are partners to clerks?

Provided evasive answers to
clear questions

i Asked only general questions
-- demonstrating that he/she had not conducted any research on the firm ..
i

Sported long hair tied in a pony tail (male
student) -- demonstrating poor judgment
as to our firm's client base.

i

Acted as if he/she was doing me a favor
by interviewing.

How did you select the students you interviewed?

i

"Where is Bakersfield?"
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BRAWL INTERRUPTS INTRAMURAL CRICKET LEAGU E
seems that Karwin was bending his
elbow upon release of the ball.
It was bound to happen.
The. umpire agreed and awarded a
After years of planning, the
run to Yale. This enraged not only
inter-law-school-cricket league finalKarwin but the usually unflappable
ly commenced competiColin Rice,
tion, only to see itself
who left his
shut down after a vioposition to
lent brawl erupted in
complain.
With that the Yale team
the inaugural game.
Now, when
swarmed onto the field
Last Thursday, Mark
Colin enters a
and so began the brawl. scrap, so does
.Davis led his rag-tag
With
a swing of an
group of USO players
the team. The
uprooted wicket stump,
onto the pitch to take
following is a
on the visiting Yale
transcription of
Karwin felled the Yale
club. Problems began
what
transpired
Captain.
almost immediately. ·
as the USO
The Yale squad,
squad began
dressed in their matchswarming near
the west wicket:
ing white slacks and sweaters, wondered aloud whether the attire
' worn by the USO club was approBob Karwin: What the hell kind
priate. Admittedly, the Winger
of game is this anyhow, where you
tank-tops that adorned the Toreros
have to throw like a spastic Janet
were in questionable taste for a
Evans. (No one is quite sure what
match of such importance, but
he meapt)
Intramural Czar Ryan Saba defended the choice. "White uniforms are
Yale ~aptain: It's the kind of
for fairies" he said.
game that a Neanderthal from a
USO took to the pitch with Bob
fourth-tier school couldn't possibly
Karwin bowling first. He took the
understand.
first Yale wicket cheaply enough on
the fourth ball with a questionable
Jon Asch (USO wicket keeper):
LBW call. But after the fifth ball,
Are we in the fourth tier now?
·o amn .. .
Yale captain Kip Vernetti ran out to
protest Karwin's bowling style. It
By

FRANK DEFORDE, )R.

Karwin: Listen to me you preten-

tious Ivy League queen .. ..

Yale Co-Captain Dom Dawson:

think now would be an appropriate
time to break for tea .. .
Karwin: Tea!!! TEA!!! You fruitcake.

I'm not drinking tea with a bunch
of crumpet-eating pretty boys ...

With that the Yale team
swarmed onto the field and so
began the brawl. With a swing of
an uprooted wicket stump, Karwin
felled the Yale Captain. Two others
quickly attacked the Mighty Bob.
Karwin began pummeling them
the way Professor Martin pummeled
Dave Brewster's P.R. grade.
Fortunately for the now badly damaged Yale boys, Karwin was
restrained by teammate Jon Asch,
who wre.stled him to the ground
and pinned him there while the
antagonists pranced away.
Colin Rice and Dan Maruccia
opened a big can of whoop ass
until Dan's other knee gave out.
Rice then had to drag his wounded
buddy off the pitch. Mark Davis
remained presidential throughout
the entire ordeal, discre'etly beating
on Yale players when he felt no
one was looking.
Ryan Saba ran away.

Jake Slania tried to cajole Ryan
into coming back into the fray until
a third of the Yale squad gang-tackled him. No one is sure what happened at the bottom of the pile,
and Jake is still not talking .about it.
Steve Jonker ran in circles
yelling, "I am the Jonk. .. I am the
Jonk. .. Someone must challenge
me .... Someone must challenge the
Jonk!!!" There were no takers.
Tim Delange was really not too
aware of the goings-on around him,
and refused to enter the scrap for
fear of damaging the Manute' Bol
autographed jersey he was wearing.
Larry "You-know,-1-once-hittwo--home-runs-in-one-game"
Klamecki and Yeu Hong sprinted
to the rescue of Todd Wight who
was being held at bay by former
Yale track star Amanda Wheeland.
Jon Cohen, attired in his lucky
blue sweater and matching denim
beret, claimed he was too old to
fight.
Finally, the dust settled.
Bodies lay scattered and beaten,
leaving the field looking like the
floor of an S & M bathhouse in
Hamburg. And with the settling of
tempers, all realized that the hopes
and dreams that had gone into the
formation of the new Cricket league
were all for nau_ght.
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for Intramural softball -ieagu~

J'he All-or-Nothing team with former
professional baseball player Mark
Davis is expected to dominate

pounded because Big Ry has a big '
mouth, which incites teams to put
the hurt on. Jake Slania's team is
USO intramrna!s has a large
afso talking srn~ck, although they
softball turnout this year, with
have yet to win;
seven competitive and 12 co-rec
The bottom half of the barrel is
teains. After three weeks-, the comalways enjoyed by first-year teams.
petitive league is beginning to sepa- .Oh those first-years, they just don't
' understand that they exist for the
rate the good teams from the bad·.
sole purpose of getting pounded by
the older teams. Section A looks
Competitive Softball
miserable, however Section C
looked pretty decent in week one
All or Nothing is the early
favorite to win it all because of ·
as they actually scored six runs.
This year's most pathetic section is
their standing team policy that
unless you hit a home run, you are
B for not fielding a team in the
nothing. Mark Davis, Todd Wight,
competitive division. More on this
non-athletic section later.
and Bob Karwin are the most
prominent hitters ()n the team, bur
everyone crushes home runs
Co-Rec Softball
(except me of course). Behind the
The co-rec division filled out
pitching of Yeu Hong, this team
may be unbeatable.
_
nicely this year with 12 teams. This
John Cohen's team looks solid
division is wide open as there is no
. again this year,-but he committed a
clear favorite. However, rumor has
fatal flaw letting Jon Asch play.
it that the Thomas Jefferson Law
Second-year teams are trying to
Team is stacked with star athletes.
step up ·and take the crown but will
We will see how true that is as the
get shot down. Ryan Landis' is
s_e ason progresses.
ready to go but will eventually get
The intramural staff has put
together a team,
and of course we
expect to win.
TBD, Craig
By

RYAN SABA

Czar of Intramurals.

0

Photo by Frank Marchetti

·Professor Shaun Martin prepares to hit asoft ground ball
to short .in a faculty I student September 21. ·
Russell's team, looks to be a top
conten'd er because solid women
lead the team.
· All three first-year sections
entered teams, but Section B is on
the verge of being thrown out of
the league after forfeiting their first
two games. On the other hand, ·
both Section A and Section C have
each entered two co~rec teams - a
very impressive turnout for first
years.
As t,Isual the faculty entered a
team. So if you need something to

To All Intramural Teams:
Interested in havJng a FREE team
party? Contact your West Bar Review
Student Representative for details on
how to receive your team party when amajority of your team enrolls in West
Bar Review, the nation's premier bar
review program.
Let the games begin!!

· /West

Photo by Frank Marchetti

Professor Bert Lazeros pitching for the faculty i'! a loss to the .students Septembf!r 21.

~Bar-~~1-soo~ 723-PASS

fill your Friday nights, come out at
5 p.m. and watch -them play -- it's
an unforgettable experience.

Flag football and soccer
This year, in addition to the
softball leagues, there is a flag football league. .This is new for the law
school so sig{l up early to reserve a
spot in the limited league.
If your a soccer player, there
are pickup games every Friday
afternoon on the lower field and
there is a speed soccer league starting in 2 weeks.

Golf Tournament
I want to apologize again for
postponing the golf tournament. If
you did not know, the tournament
was canceled due to course construction the day before the scheduled event. We had a contract with
the course for over three months
and they ,didn't inform us 'till the
night before. We expect to have
the to_u rnainent in mid-October.
So don't be like Section B, get
out to the fields and have some
fun. See you out there.
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REASONS WHY

ii Learn

.. Don't Miss...

EXAM WRITING WORKSHOP

You

MUST ATTEND •••

How to Improve Your Grades from a Recognized
Expert~Professor Jeff A. Fleming
f!f·Learn Ef{ective Exam Problem~Solving Techniques
f!f Learn the Difference Between Essay and Multistate
Strategy
f!f Learn the Difference Between the A,B and C Essay

f!f Student Will Write Two Exams for Critique

M' Learn

In~Depth

.

·LAw

Issue Spotting Methods

f!f Learn the Difference Between Major and Minor Issues
f!f Learn Comprehensive Outlining/ Organizational
Strategies

. ll(L~arn How to Properly Interpret

Calls of Questions
II( Learn How to Develop Successful
Legal Arguments (Fact to Element

Analysis)
II( Learn How to Use Public Policy Analysis
II( Learn the Relationship Between the Casebook
and Legal Exams
II( Learn How to Get the Most Out of Class and
Study Time
II( Learn How to Write the Superior Answer

SCHEDULE OF SEMINARS
SAN DIEGO

Los

• Saturday, September 21, 1996 : Noon-6:00 prri

• Saturday, October 12, 1996 : I 0:00 am-4:00 pm

• Saturday, October 19, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm

• Sunday, September 22, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm

• Sunday, October 13, 1996 : I 0 :00 am-4:00 pm

• Sunday, October 20, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm

• All sessions will be given live at the California Western
School of Law, 350 Cedar Street, San Diego, in the
Auditorium:

•All sessions will be given live at the Ramada Hotel, 63;!3
Bristol Parkway, Culver Oty in Studio I & 2.

BURLINGAME

• Saturday; September 28, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm
• Sunday, September 29, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions w111 be given live at the San Francisco Marriott,
1800 Old Bayshore Highway, Burlingame.

ORANGE COUNTY

• Saturday, October 5, 1996 : 9:00 am-12:30 pm,
I :30 pm-4:00 pm
·• Sunday, October 6, 1996 : 9:00 am-12:3.0 pm,
I :30 pm-4:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian College,
2500 E. Nuti.vood at Commonwealth, Fullerton (across from
Cal. State University, Fullerton), Second Floor. Room 205.

ANGELES

SACRAMENTO

• All sessions will be given at·American Books, 725 J St.,
Sacramento. VIDEO PRESENTATION

BAKERSFIELD

RIVERSIDE

• Saturday, October 19, 1996 : I I :00 am-5:00 pm

• Saturday, November 16, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm

• Sunday, October 20, 1996 : I I :00 am-5:00 pm

• ·All sessions will be given at the California Pacific School of
Law, 1600 Truxtun Ave, Bakersfield, Room 2, VIDEO
PRESENTATION .,

• Sunday, November 17, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm

• All sessions will be held at California Southern School of
Law, 3775 Elizabeth St., Riverside. Room number will be
posted on the day of the seminar. VIDEO PRESENTATION.

ORANGE COUNTY

• Saturday, October 19, 1'996 : Noon-6:00 pm
.-Sunday, October 20, 1996 : Noon-6:00 pm
• All sessions will be given live at Pacific Christian· College, ' ' 2500 E. Nutwood Ave. (at Ti~n). Fullerton (across·from Cai.
State University, Fullerton), Room 215. Course Lecturer for.
. this Session Only: Professor Mara Felger, Attorney at Law,
Legal Education Consultant

Pre-Registration Guarantees Space
and Workbook:

)50°0 per Person
SJ 25°0 Group _Rate
$

available to groups of 5 who register together
at least one week before the desired seminar.)

(Group rate

Registration at Door
Course Lecturer:
PROFESSOR
JEFF A. FLEMING
Attorney at Law
Legal Education Consultant
For the past fifteen years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legal career towards the
development of legal preparatory seminars designed solely to aid law students and Bar
Candidates in exam writing techniques aild substantive law.
Professor Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First, Second arid
Third Year Law School Fil)al Reviews. He is the Organizer and Lecturer of the Baby Bar Review Seminar and the
Founder and Lecturer of the Legal Examination Writing Workshop .. Both are serriinar5 involving intensive exam
writing techniques designed to train the law student to write the superior answer. He is the Founder and Lecturer
of Long/Short Tenn Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the Publisher of The Perform~ce Exam Solution,
Creator of the Exam Solution Tape Series, which aids law students in exam preparation, the Auth·or of the First Year
Essay Exam.ination Writing Workbook. Serond Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook, and the Third Year Essay
Examination Writing Workbook. These are available in Legal Bookstores throughout the United States.
Professor Fleining has detennined that the major problem for most law students is weak analytical skills.
Most stu,dents can learn the law, but application of the law is a stumblifl€ block under exam conditions.
professor Fleming has structured his programs to include both substantive law and legal analysis training. ·
This provides the rombination necessary for the development of a more well prepared and skillful law student
and Bar candidate. These courses have made it possible for thousands of law student$ to improve their grades
and ultimately pass the Bar exam.
~

(if Space Available): S

J6000

Course Avalla6le 611 Mall Order for SI 72 40
(includes tax, shipping & handling)
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Jessup International Law Competition

The Appellate Moot Court Board, along with
the International Law Society, invites all 2L, 3L,
4L student'> to compete in the upcoming Jessup
International Law Competition. The problem is
available in the Moot Court office. Sign-up
deadline is October 23. Briefs are due October
30. Competition will begin Wednesday,
November 6, and the final round arguments will
be November 8.
The best part of the Jessup Competition is
that the four students who are selected to be on
the Jessup Team will represent USO in the
regionals in Hawaii. Yes, a free trip to Hawaii;
you can't beat that. Please co!lle out and compete.
For more information, stop by the Moot
Court office.

Harbor Cruise

The next Public Interest Law Foundation
fund raiser is the much improved Harbor Cruise.
This year it will be held on gorgeous San Diego
Bay rather than on Mission Bay. The scheduloo
date is Friday, October 18. Mark it down on your
calendars! Boarding will begin at 8:30 p.m., with
the boat sailing from 9 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. There
will be eating, drinking, dancing, and lots of fun
for everyone. Tickets will be available from your
nearest PILF representative, or at the table beginning October 7.

Speaker: International Jaw careers and
opportunities in the Pacific Rim

The International Law Society proudly present'> John W. Brooks, a senior partner and
international services group chair at Luce, Forward,
Hamilton & Scripps, LLP. Mr. Brooks specializes in
international business with an emphasis on joint
ventures, mergers, and acquisitions. Mr. Brooks is
also the founding chairman of Pacific Rim
Advisory Council, which includes 27 Pacific Rim
countries. Thursday, November 6, Room 3A
Warren Hall, Noon to 1 p.m. Lunch provided.

Oktoberfest

The International Law Society presents its
first social event at the San Diego Sports Club in
Hillcrest, 1271 UOiversity Avenue, Friday, October
25 at 7:30 p.m. Festivities will include free raffies,
free beer, and lots of games, including pool, pinball, darts, etc.. Tailgate party leaves at 7 p.m.
from the Writ'>. LL.M. students are encouraged to
attend. Everyone is welcome.

Mediation Program

Pro-Bono Legal Advocates will hold a
mandatory training at the San Diego Mediation
Center for the 28 students currently working in the
1995~96 program. Please call Kathy Hamlett (2382400) to RSVP your attendance at this meeting by
Monday, October 21.

Moot Court Competition
harassing experience

The USO Appellate Moot
·Court Board held its annual
Alumni torts competition last
week. The problem concerned
a school district's Title IX liability for sexual harassment
between students. The preliminary and semi-final rounds
were held in the courthouse
downtown. The competitors
argued for both sides.
The final round was held
Friday, ·September 27, at the
law school's Grace courtroom.
A hearty congratulations to the
following winners: Jennifer
Taylor-First Place, Barry
Shelton-Second Place, John

New Trial Team
Chosen in Thornses
Competition

Kyle-Third Place, and Linda
Keyser-Fourth Place. Also,
Jennifer Taylor and Maggie
Catbagan won the Best Brief
award and Christina Hinds
won the Best Oralist award.
The final round judges were
Judge David M, Gill, Professor
Michael Ramsey, and Christina
Dyer, General counsel for the
San Diego Unified School
District.
The Moot Court Board
would like to thank all the
competitors. Several judges
remarked that the students
argued better than some of the
lawyers they had seen.

PILF Pub Crawl a Success,
ipated in the pub crawl.
The Public Interest Law
Foundation (PILF) is proud to
PILF would also like to
thank the idiot who tore the
report that the annual pub
speakers from the back of the
crawl raised $1597 in ticket
pub-crawl bus. You can be
sales. Other donations included $500 from West Bar Review, proud of stealing $50 to $100
$100 from The PourHouse, and from future grant reciepients.
- $200 from the SBA. PILF netted $792, which will be used
Habitat for Humanity
primarily to fund grants to stuThe Public Interest law
dents who volunteer for pubFoundation in conjunction with
lic-interest jobs this summer.
Phi Delta Phi and La Raza invitThe money will also help
ed students to join an outing
fund volunteer projects
with Habitat for Humanity
throughout the year, including
October 12. Donuts were protwo programs through the San
vided for those volunteers who
Diego Volunteer Lawyers
showed up in the "Writ'>" at 7:45
Program, Habitat for Humanity, a.m. that Saturday morning to
Big Brother/Big Sister, and a
build homes for lower income
legal clinic to be set up at
families. Lunch was also providGarfield Highschool.
ed, as the typical workday for
PILF would like to thank
· Habitat is from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30
all those who contributed
p.m. Questions can be directed
money, time, and effort to the
to Matt Butler in his student
event and all those who partic- · mailbox or at 688-1676.

. TME' CM1LPRE'N NE'E'P

More than sixty students
competed September 23rd
through 30th to win a place
on the USO National Mock
Trial Team. Third-year students conducted a full mock
trial, including witness preparation, opening and closing
statements, and direct and
cross examination before a
jury of practicing litigators.
Julius DeGuia won first
place, Bob Karwin won second place, and Wendi
Whitmore and Greg Hartlett
won the remaining third-year
spots. These students will
compete in the All-California
Trial Competition scheduled
November 7th through 9th,
along with current team
members Jim Drimmer and
Emily Goldbach.
Current third-year members John Campbell, Michelle
Paradise, Ryan Saba and
Lynne Cooley Baker are now
in preparation for the
Tournament of Champions
scheduled October 23rd
through 27th in Boston.
Second-year students prepared and delivered closing
arguments to compete for
eight second-year slots.
Winners were Kristie Diamon,
Scott Dervaes, Kathryn Dove,
Erin Driscoll, Alan Hanson,
Victor Harrison, Kim Huang,
and Zachary Pelchat.
Thanks to all the competitors. You made judging a
real challenge. congratulations to all the finalist'>

you1

Superior Court of California, San Diego County, is looking for volunteers to care for children stranded in the crush of prisoners, witnesses,
and jurors in the public hallways of the downtown, juvenile, South Bay,
Vista, and family courthouses. Well-sto9ked playrooms outfitted with
child-sized furniture stand ready and waiting for caring volunteers to
open tf?e rooms to shelter and comfort children while their parents are
in court. Call 531-3489 to make a difference.
The court also needs volunteers for its new information desk located
in the family courthouse downtown. Help direct the public by working
one four-hour shift per week. Training is provided. Call 531-3489 to
become a part of the justice system.
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irst-Year Stud ts:
What i Free and
What is a·Better De I?
•
•
•
•
•
•

West Bar Review T-Shirt
Contracts 1st-Year Outline
Arthur Miller's Ten Commandments of .Law School Success
WESTWare TM Software for Contracts (Windows & Macintosh)
•Early-Bird• Final Exam Review Lectures
MPRE Review Lectures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
.•
•

First Year Outlines in Every Subject
15% Di·scount on Sum & Substance Study Aids
Unlimited Access to Academic Staff
AudioNideo Review Tape Privileges
Access to Essay & Multiple-Choice Questions
Lock-in Course Price
Signed up With a Subsidiary of the Nation's #1 Legal Publisher
West Bar Review T-Shirt
Arthur Miller's Ten Commandments of Law School Success
WESTWare TM Software for Contracts (Windows & Macintosh)
•Eariy-Bird• Final Exam Review Lecture&
MPRE Review Lectures

Sum:& Substance
Products-15% Discount

Sum & Substance, a West Publishing
Compan.y affiliate, publishes two of the
· nation'.s leading products designed to
help you succeed in law school. West
Bar Review enrollees will receive
15% off on these products, including:
· • ·outstanding Professor" Audio
Ta~ 'Serles (#1 Selling Nationwide!)
• "Quick.Review" Outline Series-over
30,000 distributed last yea1
~

1 O Commandments of
Law School Success

WESTWare™ Software

The highly-acclaimed VllESl\IVare TM software program:-available for Macintosh
. and IJ\lindows-assembles exams for you,
remembers how you did, and retests
you in your weak areas. Full versions
of the VVest Bar Review outlines are
· linked to every question and
· answer-providing immediate feed..
back ~d in-depth explanations.

1his audio tape by Harvard Law Prclessa'

Alttlll' Mier and West Bar Review CEO
Stalley Chess is a must for fN«Y itUdent.
Tens ofThousalCls of stuctera hawt used
Prclessa' Mler's nole-lakilg, leclLle ·
pnipntion, case tnmg and exan-takng ~ msucceed n thetrnt year.

n
1-888-BAR-EXAM • 1-800-72J.;.PASS
-'More Thah Just Tesf ~rep~raticm Company'

a

.

world wide web: , http:/twww.lawschool.com .· • email: .. westbarreview@westpub.c;:om
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